Scan the QR code and
get the schedules
online

Thank you for attending
Cleveland Pagan Pride Days 2017!
Entertainment Schedule (Main Stage)
Saturday:

12:00 – Opening Ritual with Eleri Ocha
1:00 – David Andre & Secret Symbol Society
2:00 – Ginger Ackley
3:00 – Brian Henke
4:00 – Wake Up!
5:00 – Drum Circle w/ Alex Wedmedyk
6:00 – Morticia’s Chair
7:00 – Frenchy and the Punk

Sunday:

12:00 – Opening Ritual with Eleri Ocha
12:30 – Awen
1:30 – Troupe Har’eem Shar’eem
2:30 – Noon
3:30 – Burning Sage
5:00 – Cats on Holiday
CLE-PPD 2017 Spirit Sponsors:
Black Cats & Company, Black Sun Lodge,
Christopher Mallin, Esq., The Dragon's Mantle,
Freya’s Garden of Earthly Delights,
Infinite Creations, Kilted Bros.,
Psychic Medium Melinda Carver,
Midgard Farms, Spirit Apothecary,
Stone Creed Grove, Wicked Wicc ‘N Candles
2017 Cover graphic & T-shirt design by
Cryptostylis

Refreshment services provided by:
Oak Leaf Kitchen, Curts Concessions, Dragonz Lair Vittlez,
and by Cleveland Pagan Pride

Pagan Pride Day
Statement of Purpose: Cr ossr oads Univer sal is an educational
non-profit organization. The primary purposes of this entity is the
advancement of religion and spirituality understanding and to
eliminate prejudice and discrimination based upon personal beliefs.
Mission Statement: The mission of Cr ossr oads Univer sal is to
foster pride in personal Pagan identity through education, community
charity, & activism.
Defining the Mission Statement: We tr y to keep our pur pose
balanced through the inspirations of the elements of:



Air: Education We need to be able to practice our personal
spiritual beliefs openly. We help accomplish this through giving
accurate information to the public of who we are and what we do &
not do.



Earth: Community We need to be able to practice our personal
spiritual beliefs openly with the help of others in our local Pagan
community. We must weave networking webs in our cities, our
towns, our rural areas. We need these webs to support one another.
This support will show the masses the we are not restricting our practices to a few isolated weirdos, but that we are a growing congregation of people who adhere to a faith that, while different, is as valid as
their own.



Water: Charity We know that what we do, returns to us. We must
demonstrate this by offering compassion to our communities where it
is needed. When we share our own abundance, we show that we trust
the Gods to share abundance with us.



Fire: Activism People are not going to go out of their way to find
out what Pagans are really about. We have to have the courage to act
upon our convictions & do what we need to do to make sure
ignorance is kept to a minimum by providing a viable example of true
pagan faith.

A SPECIAL Thank You to all of our friends that have
volunteered their time to make 2017 CLE-PPD a major SUCCESS:
Barb, Carrie, Christina, Don, Emily, Jason, Matt, Melissa, Rowan,
and many many more!

2017 Workshops & Their Presenters
Saturday 8/26/2017

Ariawn a CLE native and 3° High Priestess in an English traditional Wiccan coven in Aurora, Ohio. In an effort to
continue the mission of her High Priest and High Priestess, who have crossed the Veil, she founded the Ordo Lunae Lux
Veritas (OLLV) to teach Wicca to seekers and bring healing to our communities, both public and private.
The Art of Ritual: Have you ever wonder ed what other people’s ritual looks like? What goes on in a group ritual?
How does public group ritual, such as at Pagan Pride, differ from private group ritual? And how on Earth does solitary
ritual work? These questions and more, discussed are explored with Ariawn and Cara Mia. In this workshop we will
explore a Venn diagram that is ritual dynamics--where public, private, and solitary rituals meet and diverge--and we will
all be creating our own ritual together as a group.
Cara Mia is a CLE native and pr acticing Neo-Pagan and Witch. A solitary eclectic practitioner, Cara began to learn
more about the Reclaiming Tradition of Witchcraft and is on track to becoming a Reclaiming teacher. Cara has been
making videos on her YouTube channel, “cutewitch772” and hosts “Pagan Perspective” on Tuesday’s. Cara offers tarot
and oracle readings online through her blog (thewitchystuff.blogspot.com), makes handcrafted jewelry & other items
(available at cutewitch772.etsy.com), and offers online courses. You can also sponsor her public video work at patreon.com/cutewitch772 and get behind-the-scenes exclusives!
Pagans & Prejudice: Lear n about ster eotype & pr ejudice theor ies and how they apply to our lives--as Pagans who
receive prejudice for our beliefs, and as human beings who receive prejudice and stereotypes. A revamped version of my
workshop from two years ago at CLE-PPD, this workshop will talk about the most important definitions, but involve
LESS of the academic “lecture”, and MORE personal stories, examples, and discussion.
Literata Hurley Literata is a Wiccan priestess and writer. She leads the Gryphon's Moon coven in Columbus, Ohio, part
of The Columbus Sanctuary. Her works have appeared in numerous anthologies and periodicals, and she has presented at
Convocation, Sacred Space conference, Fertile Ground Gathering, and many local venues. www.worksofliterata.org
Literata’s Broom Race: Accept the challenge to complete unusual magical tasks individually and in teams, playing
this hilariously serious game to learn and make connections with other racers. Bring your wisdom, intuition, charm, hex
appeal, and talent, and may the best Witchcraft win!
Jason Nass:
Jason Nass lives in Cleveland and has made forging the primary love of his life for over 20 years. His forging experiences are wide and varied, including industrial closed and open die forging, knife making, tool making, ornamental and
architectural iron, fabrication of structural iron, and traditional blacksmithing, specializing in Viking era reproductions.
He currently serves on the Board of Directors with the Western Reserve Artist Blacksmith Association (WRABA), and
hosts Open Forge nights from his personal workshop where he strives to share the love of this folk art in hopes of keeping
the trade alive.
Basic Blacksmithing: Blacksmithing....Learn how they did it, why they did it and what they did it for . J ason will be
demonstrating real blacksmithing with a real forge so you get to actually see how it's done. Get in touch with an art that
helped build our nation.
Stone Creed Grove A.D.F is a local br anch of Ar nDr aiocht Fein (Ir ish for ‘Our Own Druidry’). For over twenty-five
years we have provided public Pagan worship, fellowship and teaching to the Greater Cleveland Pagan community.
Druid Blessing Rite: We call upon the ancestor s, natur e spir its, Gods and Goddesses to join us in blessing, candles,
incense, or special items. If you wished to have items blessed, please bring them to the ritual. THIS WORKSHOP WILL
BE BOTH SATURDAY & SUNDAY
Cleveland Shaman: is a shaman not typical in a tr aditional sense. As a shaman, I use whatever methods, tools, and
dress that make the most sense for the society I am working in. I believe taking a moment to view the world through a
child's eyes which is enough to bring back the joy and wonder that imagination brings. My craft is an extraordinary
deconstruction of magick, semantics, and psychology. Rather than trying to recover and maintain a tradition that links
back to the past, my approach allows me to use anything that I think is suitable. What matters is the results!
How to See Through Magick Eyes: People have been deliber ately tr ying to alter their consciousness since the
beginning of human history. Human beings have used meditation, medication, religious rituals, sleep deprivation, and
numerous other means to alter their levels of awareness. But if you are too busy or lazy like I am, then what? You will
find yourself saying, "There has got to be an easier way!" And there is! This will be a wildly imaginative collection of
opportunities to think about magick and experience the world like a child again. "If you change the way you look at
things, the things you look at change." This workshop will demystify the mystical.
Andrieh Vitimus is author of the moder n magical classic " Hands on Chaos Magic: Reality Manipulation Thr ough
the Ovayki Current". Andrieh motivates & facilitates ideas and holds workshops across the world. In addition to his
occult work, he gives motivational speeches across the country with his unique combination of humor and business
coaching.
Sweeteners and Influence Magic: Discussion on making sweetener s, one of the most power ful and misunder stood
techniques in conjure. He takes us on a journey of hands-on work with sweeteners expanding their use from the traditional love use to financial magic, self-healing, even creating peace around you. In our modern world, influence and who you
can know is far often more important than your skillset. He will show us how to get others sweet on you, how you will
change, and how using sweeteners might be far more powerful than traditional bindings.
Rowan Canterbury: a lifelong pagan with a vast knowledge of Pagan culture and practices. Although she is fully Celtic,
she has practiced a wide range of disciplines and has studied just about every religion known to man. This knowledgeable
and engaging woman has been a full force participant in the Cleveland Pagan Movement.
The Givers and the Takers: All life is ener gy. Ever yone has it, ever yone takes it, ever yone gives it. Explor e the
nature of inherent energy that is shared between every living thing. This class will focus on the natural collection and
disbursement of human energy and the understanding of how to balance it. Learn why you feel completely drained at the
end of certain days and other days you feel like a million bucks. Explore your energy and how it can affect those around
you. Are you a giver or a taker?

2017 Workshops & Their Presenters
Sunday 8/27/2016
Lauryn Sabo : Is an eclectic spiritualist and flow artist. As a hoop dancer, her medium is the sacred circle.
Unbroken. Unending. Conjuring the deep energy that lies within to a stunning visual performance.
Sacred Circles (Hoop Dancing): Sacr ed Hoop dancing is movement of the unbr oken cir cle as it moves
around the body is one of deep connection and vast spirituality. The flow artist must be in tune with the rhythm
and pulse of the hoop, the ebb and flow of the inertia as it winds up and down, across and around. The circle
becomes another part of the dancer's body; an extension of their appendages as much as the very force that
animates them. The dance is a visual representation of the spirit of those who wield the hoop. Workshop moves
include beginner on body and off body tricks. Simple, effective, transition moves to make the flow more natural
and easy but stunning choreography that anyone can incorporate into their own dance or expand upon in the
future.
Ronald Conn: Ron has been a member of Or do Templi Or ietis for mor e than 17 year s. He is a Pr iest in
the Ecclesia Gnostica Catholica for almost a decade. He has pursued a magical path for more than 25 years with
a gnostic approach to understanding the Universe.
Keeping Balance on the Tree of Life: Maintaining balance while moving thr ough life is one of the most
difficult challenges that practitioners of magic face on their journey. This will be a discussion on methods and
techniques to keep moving and growing on our travels in this life.
Rowan Canterbury: is the mother of a United States Air Force Sergeant (female) and a wiz kid that enjoys
flipping through Quantum Physics books for fun, while working in the beginnings of her understanding of The
Practice of Law, and all while being a single/divorced/working/ PAGAN mother. Clearly it is possible to raise
amazing people, in the right environment and with the blessing of true love (and more than a little magick).
Pagan Parenting: This wor kshop will focus in the beautiful jour ney of being a pagan par ent. What hur dles are faced, how to stay focused, and still survive the teen age years. We will deal with being the "weird"
parent and how to help pagan children "fit in" to the world around them. After all, we don't have a "Hogwarts",
so we must do what we must do.
Stone Creed Grove A.D.F is a local br anch of Ar nDr aiocht Fein (Ir ish for ‘Our Own Druidry’). For over
twenty-five years we have provided public Pagan worship, fellowship and teaching to the Greater Cleveland
Pagan community.
Druidry 101: Intr oduction to Neo-pagan Druidry through the practices and customs of Ár nDraíocht Féin: A
Druid Fellowship.
Druid Blessing Rite: We call upon the ancestor s, natur e spir its, Gods and Goddesses to join us in blessing,
candles, incense, or special items. If you wished to have items blessed, please bring them to the ritual. THIS
WORKSHOP WILL BE BOTH SATURDAY & SUNDAY
Andrieh Vitimus is author of the moder n magical classic " Hands on Chaos Magic: Reality Manipulation
Through the Ovayki Current". Andrieh motivates & facilitates ideas and holds workshops across the world. In
addition to his occult work, he gives motivational speeches across the country with his unique combination of
humor and business coaching.
Divinity, Transformation, and Shapeshifting: Andr ieh takes the par ticipants on a tr ansfor mational jour ney through humor, storytelling, and in class exercises designed to bring about change. Learn to get past the
surface knowledge of the magical arts and instead dive deep into yourself and your own power through constant
transformation and self-analysis. Workshop includes exercises, concepts and meditations from Andrieh’s Online
Shapeshifting 365 course.
Eleri Ocha: Iyalor isha Eler i Ocha is a pr iestess in the Lukumi tr adition of Regla de Ocha, also known as
Santeria; and a Yaya N'kisi Molongo priestess of Palo Mayombe. She is also a Usui and Karuna Reiki Master.
She has studied Paganism and metaphysics for over 25 years with an emphasis on mediumship, spirit communication and divination.
Santeria 101: An Intr oduction to the Ways of the Or isha: This wor kshop focuses on the fr amewor k of the
Yoruban pantheon. It also stresses the importance of ancestor veneration within the tradition of Santeria. The
importance of one's individual spiritual growth, his/her personal destiny and the practitioner's connection with
the divine will also be discussed.

2017 Family Programming Workshop Descriptions and Rules
SATURDAY 8/26

Pop Bottle Turtles: Recycling made fun as we use the bottoms of pop bottles to make the shells of tur tles
you decorate and assemble. Requires: coloring and gluing skills
Chalk Screen Printing: Using sidewalk chalk on a scr een over liquid star ch, you cr eate abstr act
'paintings' as your drawings are made permanent. Paper is dipped into the starch to save the image. Requires:
coloring and dipping paper into liquid with help skills
Coloring Pages: For kids of all ages to enjoy color ing. Requir es: color ing skills
Popsicle and Cloth Birdhouses: Spar e bits of cloth and Popsicle sticks assembled together to make simple
bird houses/feeders to decorate your gardens. Requires: gluing skills
Yarn Dolls: Simple dolls made of yar n, sectioned to make the head, ar ms, and legs. Requir es: wr apping
and some knot tying with assistance.
Movie: Brave and Saturday Craft “Redux” (Rated PG) Follow the story of Young Merida, as she learns to be
“careful with what you wish for”, as she finds her place among her clansmen in this modern Celtic fairytale.
Any crafts done Saturday may be done during the movie.

SUNDAY 8/27

Terra Cotta Wind Chimes: Decor ate small ter r a cotta pots befor e ar r anging them along a twine to make a
cute decorative wind chime for the home garden. Requires: coloring, knot tying with assistance skills
Fun with Ms. Ginger Ackley: Musician Ginger Ackley teaches songs and tells stor ies to amuse and amaze
children of all ages.
Pop Bottle Planters: Recycled 2l pop bottles become cute planter s to take home and nur tur e. Requir es:
decorating/coloring and 'digging' skills. May get dirty as potting soil is involved
Movie: The Never-Ending Story and Craft "Redux" (Rated PG) Join us as we follow Bastian as he reads the
tome of The Never-Ending Story which tells of how a young man, Ateryu, must save his world and the Childlike
Empress from the devastating power of “The Nothing.”
Any crafts done throughout the weekend can be requested to be done during the movie.

Family Programming Area Rules

1. No Weapons of any kind. These are disruptive and may cause accidents and injury as
children are constantly running in and out of the tent.
2. No foul language or off color discussions. Children of all ages are present and have impressionable ears. If you wouldn't want your children to say it, it shouldn't be said in or
around the Family Programming Tent.
3. There are no assigned seats. As my mother told my siblings and me, “You shuffle your
feet, you lose your seat.” This is especially important during the movies.
4. Listen to Ms. Emily and Pagan Pride volunteers. They are trying to teach you new skills
while also keeping you safe.
5. If the rules are broken repeatedly, you will be removed from the Family Area with the
discretion of Ms. Emily or other Pagan Pride volunteers.

Thank You to all of our workshop presenters! Your dedication,
knowledge and will to better our Pagan community will be
your legacy for years to come. Blessed Be!!!

Entertainment Bios SATURDAY
Saturday 1:00

David Andre and the Secret Symbol Society

Secret Symbol Society is the brain child of David Andre. The music he creates, much like his
photos and artwork, is ethereal and organic, yet emotionally charged and electrifying. Joining him
on this journey are veteran drummer Dave Alexy, bassist Steve Taylor, and guitarist Dan Schnell.
All members play percussion of some type, a shamanic requirement to build upon. A return to the
progressive soul and vibe of the psychedelia and experimentalism of the great 70's supergroups,
David tries to bring it all forward and wrap it completely all around the world.

Saturday 2:00

Ginger Ackley

Saturday 3:00

Brian Henke

Ginger is a Texas native now living in Ohio. She's taken her life-long passion for music and combined it with a love of history and tradition, and melded it all into a delightful style of Celtic Folk!
Performing both traditional and contemporary songs, she plays her autoharp and whistles. In her
own words, she is "Celtic with a Twist!" because her music covers such a spectrum from original
to traditional, mystical to educational. Be prepared to laugh, cry and clap along during one of her
performances!

Brian Henke composes and performs his music like a painter putting images on canvas, drawing
his inspiration from the world around him. An avid hiker, he often brings his guitar along to create
a spontaneous response to his outdoor settings. Mother Earth (Terra) as artist has given an immense living gallery from the humbling spectacle of her natural wonders to the simple, beauty of a
treetop against a blue sky. Her majestic legacy and the magical feeling of awe and peace inspire
the compositions of this award winning virtuosic fingerstyle guitarist.

Saturday 4:00

Wake Up!

Wake Up! is a Cleveland based drum ensemble that raises energy and gets your blood pumping.
Drumming has been used since the dawn of mankind to help induce trance states. The drum is a
unique instrument due to the combination of both the spirit of plants (the wood used as the base)
and the spirit of animals (the hide used for the drum head). Alex Wedmedyik, one of the founders
of Wake Up! will lead the Saturday drum circle.

Saturday 6:00

Morticia’s Chair

Cleveland-based band Morticia’s Chair evolved out of a series of musical experiments hosted by
vocalist/guitarist/songwriter Mark Kae as he was casting about for a new avenue of musical expression following the breakup of the band Screwtractor. Originally conceived as a fluid vehicle
for his diverse artistic tastes and talents, Morticia’s Chair eventually coalesced into its current
lineup, featuring Kae, drummer Michael J. Graehling who played with bands like Whatts Gnu, and
The Bad Checks, guitarist Jesse Kramer, who spent time in industrial metal band Dread and his
own project Loophole, and Frank Prpic, also of Center for Rock Research and formerly with bands
such as Nameless Desire, the Tools and ADM, in which he also played with Mark Kae.

Saturday 7:30

Frenchy and the Punk

Imagine Siouxsie Sioux and Dee Dee Ramone had a duo that was inspired by Django Reinhardt,
Edith Piaf, Toulouse Lautrec and Deepak Chopra, this is what it might sound like. One part Dresden Dolls, Sonny and Cher and one part White Stripes. A pixie spirited flexitarian band of tree
hugging, gothic, folky, Steam Punks by way of Paris and New York. Doused in red wine, kale and
granola, raised on punk rock and ballet, eclectic and uplifting... fun with a capital F!

Entertainment Bios SUNDAY
Sunday 12:30

Awen

Awen, in the Celtic language of Wales, means ‘poetic inspiration’, Ian Corrigan & Lia
fal are seeking just that in their lives and music. Starting with a base of Irish and British
folk music, Awen bring original songs, American folk & singer-songwriter material to a
diverse set focused on Pagan & earth centered values. The music of Awen centers on
harmony, rhythm, & story with a dose of humor & a flavor of myth & magic. Ian & Lia
fal have been teaching, learning, singing & playing in the American Neo-pagan movement since 1976. In Traditional Witchcraft, Neo-pagan Druidism & Pagan festival organizing, they have a diverse background in the scene. Ian has also been a part of the
Greater Cleveland folk-music scene, first with Chameleon & as a solo act, playing at
street-fairs & small stages around the region. With Lia fal, as Awen, he has spent the
last decade playing at Pagan events around the country.

Sunday 1:30

Troupe Har’eem Shar’eem

Hareem Shar’eem has been performing in Northeastern Ohio since 2001. They’ve
showcased various styles of Middle Eastern dance including tribal, cabaret, Romany,
Gothic and fusion. They’ve performed at the International Children’s Games, Clifton
Arts Festival, Virginia Holocaust Museum, Enchanted Lakes Renaissance Faire, Tremont Arts & Cultural Festival, Organ Grinder’s Ball, Akron Civic Theater and Ingenuity
Festival to name a few. They’ll be joined by Maevyn from Shuvani Dance Company.
Maevyn has been performing together since 2010 and seamlessly meshes out-of-the-box
thinking with fun, challenging choreography.

Sunday 2:30

Noon

Noon AKA Erin Kapferer is a Cleveland born singer songwriter. She’s always been
known for playing the keys and translating her feelings and experiences into truthful
melodies. Her vocals captivate and sync into the soul’s channel, drawing it to the

present moment. Noon’s lyrics reflect her unique outlook on life and innate
ability to change words into transformative experiences. After being solo for
many years, she recently expanded into a three piece band comprised of cello
and guitar. The guitarist, Patrick Stefan, with his added vocals for background,
contributes stellar harmonies and exquisite instrument playing. While the cellist, Shelby Lynn Sangdahl, enhances the beauty of the sound with her heavenly, bass-filled strings.
Sunday 3:30

Burning Sage

The all-woman Cleveland band Burning Sage rock pretty hard, but they also have a
distinctive edge to them: heavy on percussion, a little spontaneous jam-band feel combined with a world-music influence, and new age, feminist vibe that’s found them a
place on bills at the annual Pagan Pride, Starwood and various women’s music festivals.
With Sue Balaschak providing those rhythms and Lin Sanders on vocals, the band started making their distinctive music back at the beginning of the century.

Sunday 4:30

Cats on Holiday

Cats on Holiday is a Roots-based, Swamp Pop band that has been pleasing audiences
for nearly 20 years with their own special blend of Texas and Louisiana inspired Blues,
Rock, Roots & Zydeco, infused with healthy doses of original songs and poetry about
urban life. They perform throughout the year at the best live music venues in Northern
Ohio, upstate New York and the Lake Erie Islands. Cats On Holiday are booked annually at almost all of the major outdoor venues in the region, and are regulars at Parade the
Circle, Hessler Street Fair, Wade Oval Wednesday, and Lock 3 Live.

A Special Thank You to our 2017 Elemental Sponsors:
Earth—Panaradia
Earth—Eggzotica
Air—Cybele’s
Water—AZ Stained Glass
Water—It’s Your Journey
Fire—Silverfox Massage & Crafts
Fire—A Creative Apothecary

2016Cleveland Pagan Pride
Bedford Square Map

A huge thank you to the City of Bedford for allowing Cleveland Pagan
Pride to host our event in your gorgeous downtown!

